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SLIDE 1 – NAME OF PROJECT
Introduction
The field-work in our research project, Ritual, Ethnicity, Transnationalism: Holy Ghost Festivals
in North America, took place from 2011 until 2013 in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec and
British Colombia; and also in New England, an American region that has a population of
Portuguese origin equivalent in numbers to that of Canada as a whole (over 400.000 each). 1
In this paper I will discuss the situation of the Holy Spirit festas in Canada, particularly in Ontario
and Quebec, with regards to some of the emerging themes and trends of the festas, their
uniquely Azorean character and their transnational nature. 2
In my visit to Winnipeg I hope to learn more about the festas of the Holy Spirit, given that they
were not covered by our project, as weren’t the festas in the cities of Saskatoon (Sasketchwan),
Edmonton (4 festas), and Calgary (Alberta), due to lack of funds.
SLIDE 2 – NUMBER OF FESTAS AND TYPES OF FESTAS/BROTHERHOODS

1

New England is a “region” composed of 6 American states. According to Leal et al (2014), approximately 270 festas take place
in North America every year, 190 in the USA, 89 of which in New England, and 99 in California.
2
“We have defined transnationalism as the process by which immigrants build social fields that link together their country of
origin and their country of settlement” (Glick Schiller et al. 1992:1).

1

For a total of 75 festas of the Holy Spirit (HS) in three Canadian provinces, ¾ of them are in
Ontario, this is, 57. There are 11 in Quebec, and 7-8 in British Columbia. The oldest festas in
Canada originated in Ontario in the early and mid-1960s3, but 2/3 of them were founded in the
1970s and 1980s (Leal, Januário and Mapril, 2014).
A general overview
In North-America, the festas are organized according to three models, in similar percentages for
the areas under study. In Canada, 2/3 of them are promoted by independent brotherhoods
(42%), clubs and philharmonic bands (25%), and 1/3 by churches (32%).
The factor Catholic diocese4 also weights in the distribution and number of autonomous Holy
Spirit brotherhoods, particularly in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), where is current the belief
that “a irmandade deve andar encostada à igreja” (a brotherhood must be flush with the
church). According to the statutes5 governing the church brotherhoods in the Archdiocese of
Toronto, which covers the GTA, to the priests has been assigned the role of brotherhood
president. The Archdiocese of Montreal does not have statutes but the innovation there is that
the 4 Portuguese priests have all been mordomos.6 Both situations are unheard of in the
Azores.
In Ontario
SLIDE 3 – ONTARIO MAP

3

The oldest festa took place at the Portuguese Club in Cambridge organized by faialenses, in 1962-1963, followed, in 19651966, by Church of Sta. Maria, and the independent Irmandade do Divino Espírito Santo dos Portugueses no Canadá (Flores),
both in Toronto. In Vancouver, the first império dates from 1968, organized by florentinos. In Quebec, the earliest festa took
place in Gatineau, in 1972.
4
Out of the 14 dioceses in Ontario, 6 have churches (9, 5 of which are parishes) that are used as sites for brotherhoods of the HS
or at least, for holding the festa mass and crowning. In the Archdiocese of Toronto, there are 13 parish churches which house
brotherhoods, including in the suburbs of Brampton, Maple, and Mississauga. In Quebec and British Columbia, Portuguese
churches are located in two dioceses each.
5
Statutes of the Confraternities of the Holy Spirit (1999). Archdiocese of Toronto, Portuguese Pastoral Council.
Mississauga, a suburban city, is located in the Archdiocese of Toronto, where independent brotherhoods that sell pensões are not
welcome into the fold. The Portuguese-Canadian Integration Movement (PCMI), formed in 1971, the oldest brotherhood in
Mississauga, is independent and terceirense. It rents the church facilities in the neighbouring city of Oakville, because the local
diocese of Hamilton does not impose such a rule. (see footnote 8 for definition of pensão/ pensões)
6
“The mordomo is responsible for coordinating the collection of funds for the feast, the organization of the event, the peoples
invited, the purchase of meat, bread, wine, etc.” Also: “One of the spiritual tenets of the cult of the Holy Spirit is the Autonomy
from the Church; the cult of the Holy Spirit is not dependent on the formal organization of the Church, nor are the clergy needed
to participate in the practices; there are no intermediaries between the devotees and the Divine.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cult_of_the_Holy_Spirit

2

Toronto is the city in North America with the highest number of festas and brotherhoods -18.
There are 9 “Portuguese” church festas7, 4 independent HS brotherhoods, and 5 association
festas (including Casa dos Açores do Ontário), often celebrating on the same weekends
(Pentecost, Trinity, St. John’s, etc.).
SLIDE 4 – TYPES OF BROTHERHOODS IN ONTARIO
Outside of the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), Cambridge comes next with 6 brotherhoods and
festas, Hamilton with 4, one of which is church-based. Together with Guelph, Kitchener and
Brantford, all 13 share in a “festa circuit” formed by people who circulate among the festas
(Leal et al, 2014).
An effort is being made there to recruit younger mordomos, i.e., second-generation people (in
their 40s or 50s), as well as a greater number of criadores rather than irmãos, which is reflected
in the types of pensões.8 The second-generation president of one império mentioned the two sides of
the same festa revenue coin, this is, the money/cattle donations, and the volunteer kitchen labour, both
so crucial to the festivities:

It is with criadores that the festas grow and if it weren’t for the ladies who come to
cook, the funds [available for the festas] would not grow!
A total of 10 cities outside of Toronto have Portuguese Clubs with brotherhoods that either rent
the premises or belong to the clubs as Festa Committees.9
But it is in Southwestern Ontario10, that we find no church-based brotherhoods, out of the 12.
The 4 Portuguese priests resisted the dioceses’ consultations to regulate them.11
7

Of the 9 churches frequented by the Portuguese in Toronto that have irmandades (brotherhoods) or festa committees, only 5 are
deemed to be Portuguese parishes as per the Archdiocese listing: Our Lady of the Rosary, St. Agnes, Santa Cruz, St. Helen, and
St. Sebastian. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Roman_Catholic_churches_in_Toronto
8
Pensão is the designation given both to the monetary contribution of each brotherhood member to the festa and to the portion of
raw beef, bread, wine and sweet bread given to each brother in exchange for his monetary gift. Normally, in Toronto and suburbs,
the larger pensões for the criadores are in smaller number than those of the irmãos, but further West we found the opposite to be
true, also reflecting a more rural influence. But the trend is for criadores to give money donations instead of cattle, and for
livestock to be used in fundraising cattle auctions and for slaughter. Buying meat from wholesalers for sopas and pensões, who
already deliver it cut according to specifications, is becoming the norm.
9
Outside of the GTA, there are also competing festas, often held on the same dates but the distances are enormous, and the
faithful are aging, limiting the competition and the scope of the festa circuits. Unlike the festas in New England, most of which
take place in the summer, festas in Canada overwhelmingly take place in Pentecost, followed by Trinity and St. John Baptist
weekends.
10
Southwestern Ontario is a sub-region of Southern Ontario (…), centred on the city of London. (…) Other significant towns and
cities in the region are: Brantford, Cambridge, Chatham, Goderich,Ingersoll, Kitchener, Owen Sound, Sarnia, St.
Thomas, Stratford, Tillsonburg, Waterloo, Windsor, and Woodstock [bolding mine, for the cities that have /had brotherhoods].
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In this area, one festa circuit is made up of four mordomias/ impérios that also share in the
delivery of pensões, Leamington and Windsor being the main sites. In Windsor, the activists are
divided because of generational differences as well as perceived sub-regional divisions micaelenses/ terceirenses/ mainlanders - related to allegiances to three competing
associations.12
Other festa circuits are to be found in the suburbs13 of Toronto, as well as in Eastern Ontario,
where the Portuguese Parish in Ottawa is geographically close to the 3 Quebec impérios. 14
SLIDES 4-13

In Quebec
SLIDES 14 - 15
Most festas in Quebec started in the late 1970s. There are 8 association-based festas (1
terceirense, 1 in Casa dos Açores), and 3 church-based festas15, the main sites being the church
of St. Cruz in Montreal and the church of Our Lady of Fatima in Laval, and a third site in
Gatineau with 2 churches and 2 associations.
Divisiveness among activists happened in Gatineau in the 1990s, as it previously had happened
in the island-city of Laval, in the late 1970s and 1980s, due to conflicts between the (2) dioceses

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southwestern_Ontario
11
As a priest put it: “I know what happened in Toronto and I blame the priests there who wanted to organize the impérios into
church confraternities (…) the churches started to control the impérios to generate revenue for themselves. That did not happen
here.”
12
Dissidents registered a new império in 2012, independently from the Casa do Espírito Santo. Due to the small capacity of the
Casa, the Masonic Temple has been rented over the years, fact which facilitated the split. In the Vancouver Portuguese church we
also noted some of sub-regional tensions at work within the Festa Committee.
13
The suburbs with Portuguese churches are Brampton, Mississauga, and Oakville. The Mississauga Cultural Centre has no
competition from other clubs, unlike Toronto. It has an annual convívio do Espírito Santo. A Brampton brotherhood member
explained that: “Brampton only has one [Portuguese] church, Mississauga has two and Toronto many, which is to our
advantage.”
The other suburban brotherhood is located in Maple, at the Church of St. David, built with Italian-Canadian money.
14
Império is the designation given to a festa of the Holy Spirit but, as it was pointed to me, not all festas are impérios, it can limit
itself to being an elaborate dominga that usually precedes a real festa. In the same way, a mordomia may exist without a
irmandade (brotherhood), name that sometimes is given only to a group functioning outside of the church, and has acquired a
loaded meaning in some contexts.
15
The suburbs with festas in the Communauté Métropolitaine de Montréal (CMM) are: Laval, Ste-Thérèse, Blainville, and West
Island. There are 4 Portuguese churches in Quebec, called missões, two in the metropolitan area of Montreal and in the suburban
island of Laval and two in the West of Quebec, in Gatineau.
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and the lay associations which founded both festas and churches. 16 In Laval, where the festa of
the Holy Spirit is paramount, a suburban second-generation has shown defiance towards firstgeneration parishioners and clergy whom they consider retrograde in their thinking and
practice.
Laval is also an interesting case due to the deliberate attempts made by the festa committee to
be inclusive (with impérios for all islands, mainland, and South-American) and to be
transnational (with relation to both the Azores and New England) in the festa grande held on
Trinity weekend.
Given the much smaller population, and the number of festas in Quebec, there is a
“gentlemen’s agreement” for them to take place in sequence to ensure public attendance at all
festas (Januário, 2012). This is also the case for the 4 festas in Vancouver and its suburban city
of Surrey.17

SLIDES 16-22
Emergent themes
Some of the emergent themes that relate to the transnational and the local nature of the festas
are:
-

The more important role of the church, club/association/philharmonic band in North
America relative to the role of the mordomo in the Azores, as the festa organizer and
administrator (Leal et al, 2014),18 due to the need for hall space and some measure of
financial accountability. 19

16

In Gatineau the conflict led to the purchase of a second Portuguese church nearby in 1995. The first Gatineau festa, the oldest
in Quebec (1972), is organized by a community centre where the church and the festa are, uncharacteristically, administered by
the Centre.
17
In British Columbia, 4 festas take place in Vancouver and Surrey (one from a different island of reference), 1 in the island and
city of Victoria (S. Miguel) and 2 in the Okanagan Valley, 4-5 hours away from Vancouver. Two are church-based (Vancouver
and Victoria).
18
Corrêa (2012) noted that in the Azores the shift from mordomo to comissão mordoma has also happened in some cases over the
last 30 years.
19
Brotherhoods and mordomias subsidize churches, clubs and associations, through rent, donations, or other financial
arrangements. Some brotherhoods in Ontario, including family-based ones, rent halls from other ethnic groups, such as the
Slovenski Park facilities, the Croatian Social and Cultural Centre, or the local sports arena or recreation centre. The priests drive
in from the Toronto suburbs or other cities for the celebration of the mass festa.

5

-

In some settings, being a mordomo is still linked to the capacity to contribute a sizeable
donation to the festa. The question of economic status - sometimes associated with the
movement to the suburbs by the second-generation – is a factor in mordomo selection,
as are vows [promessas], and more rarely by divine inspiration. (Januário, 2013)

-

Economic success in the diaspora has led to an increase in festa expenses.20 The greater
affluence allows for the wider provision of food in both domingas and the festa grande.

-

The “Sopas for all” practice, originally from Sta. Maria, has blended with the S. Miguel
model of pensões and domingas, that tend to prevail in the diaspora (Leal et al, 2014).
Pensões and domingas may fulfill both devotional and fund-raising functions.

-

The question of regional origin arises in the context of island of reference for the festa
and/or club, organized in Canada mostly by micaelenses, terceirenses, picoenses, as well
as smaller numbers of other islanders, and even fewer mainlanders.

-

Seldom do these sub-ethnic differences lead to hostilities, and a wish for inclusivity was
often expressed. Most conflict was related to church issues; negative comments were
usually directed at the independent brotherhoods, often dismissed as “business”, in the
GTA.

-

Micaelenses were, on the whole, more accepting of the regulation of the Archdiocese
statutes in the Greater Toronto Area. The 5 autonomous brotherhoods are composed of
terceirenses (Leal, Januário, Mapril, 2014).

-

The festas are still the preserve of the first generation and are very much celebrated in,
and for, the Azorean/Portuguese community, without a preoccupation for mainstream
recognition or visibility, as is the case with the festas in New England (Mapril, 2012, Leal
et al, 2014).
- Although the second generation is involved at the organizational level, their number is
relatively small. The third generation is more active in the bands and folklore groups,
crownings and processions, and in the delivery of pensões. The pessimism as to the

20

In a few cases upwards of 80 or 100 thousand Can. dollars.
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festas’ survival is counteracted by the conviction that they will persist in a less labourintensive manner.
-

The question of gender arises in conjunction with that of generation. Women have
acquired more of a say in general, due to the emphasis on couples to take on the
mordomia. A few young second-generation women in Quebec have become
imperatrizes, taking the responsibility for the festa without being part of a couple
(Januário, 2013, 2014).

Conclusion
SLIDE 23

The festivities of the Holy Spirit in Canada are transnational in nature and shaped by
geography, sub-regional identities and associative allegiances but remain very communityoriented at the local level. They are occasions for exercising devotion to the Holy Spirit, as
well as for conviviality or sociability, cooperation, and reciprocity. Exchanges of labour, gifts
and donations take place within and among families, friends, church, association, and festa
circuit members (Leal et al, 2014). The social networks are thus reinforced through prayer,
decoration, organization, cooking, eating and cleaning. And because they are uniquely
Azorean in the migratory context, they have also become true identity markers for AzoreanNorth Americans.
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